
Aquatic Supplies



Just Add Water
We create World Class Swimming Pools; safe and sustainable pool solutions for 
learning, well-being and competition.
The swimming pool - a place for exercise, wellness and organized activities. Our goal 
at Malmsten is to assist our clients in the creation of beautiful, efficient and cost-
effective aquatic centers. 
We want to offer the best service whether you choose standard products or unique 
design solutions in custom production - all at competitive prices. 
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From Swimmers 
for Swimmers since 1974
We have broad expertise in which products the market needs since our 
founders and key employees have a history as active swimmers. Our goal 
is to develop profitable, sustainable and creative water environments 
– worldwide.
We manufacture the majority of our products here in Sweden, for example 
Racing Lane Lines, Moveable Floors, OP Gratings, Pool Toys, Water Slides, 
Pool Linings and Covers etc.  Other products are chosen from leading 
manufacturers and controlled by us to ensure our high quality standards. 
As we have most products in stock we are able to provide quick deliveries 
to our customers.
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The reason is simple – a winning circle.

Since its introduction in 1975, Malmsten Swedish 
Goggles have been the obvious choice for a majority 
of the world’s elite swimmers. 

Tommy Malmsten, the founder of Malmsten and a 
successful swim coach in the 70-80´s, always aims to 
bring the best to the market.

Perfomance goggles with a low cut lens, non 
assembled for a perfect individual fit. Loved by 
professionals racing for gold. 

Swedish Goggles
for elite and competitive swimmers

Red Classic 

Gold Metallic

Yellow Classic 
 
Smoke Classic
Smoke Anti-Fog

 
Clear Classic 
Clear Anti-Fog 

Blue Classic
Blue Anti-Fog Blue Oil MetallicSilver Metallic

Green Classic 

World’s most 
copied

Make sure to 
get the original!
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1750001 12/box
Spare Parts Swedish Googles

Jewel Collection
– top of the line! 
Collection in 6 light colors – pink, green, 
blue, clear, yellow and purple  with silver 
mirror coating. Goggle with Anti-Fog and 
UV Protection lenses. Both for indoor and 
outdoor use.

Pink

Yellow

Green

Purple

Blue

Clear

FINA 
Approved

UV 
Filter Anti-fog Colors Lens Color Mirror Spare 

Latex Band
Availlable 

Spares
Pairs/
Box

1710021 Classic Yes Yes No

Blue, Clear, 
Green, Red, 

Smoke,  
Yellow

Blue, Clear, 
Green, Red, 

Smoke,  Yellow
No No Yes 60/box

1710023 Classic 
Anti-Fog Yes Yes Yes Blue, Clear, 

Smoke
Blue, Clear, 

Smoke No No Yes 20/box

1710025 Metallic Yes Yes Yes Gold, Silver, 
Oily Smoke Gold, 

Silver, Oily No Yes 20/box

1710027 Jewel 
Collection Yes Yes Yes

Pink, Yellow, 
Green, Purple, 

Blue, Clear

Pink, Yellow, 
Green, Purple, 

Blue, Clear

Light  
Silver 

Coating
Included Yes 12/box

Blue Oil Metallic
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Clique
Goggles
 The swim goggles of the future that makes 
swimming easier. These high quality, 
popular, and colorful swim goggles are 
comfortable to wear.

Fuse technology and soft gaskets minimize 
leakage.

Clique’ s quick snap-buckle makes head 
strap adjustment easy for swimmers. 
Suitable for adults and juniors. Clique swim 
goggles come in a practical and reusable 
storage case. 

Clique is available in 5 splashing colors with 
polycarbonate lenses framed with flexible 
and elastic silicone of highest quality.

1710002 Clique
Ruby Red  24/box
Sapphire Blue 24/box
Granite Grey  24/box
Amber Orange 24/box
Crystal Clear  24/box
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Training Goggles

Popular and affordable goggles for everyone. 
Lenses manufactured in polycarbonate with 
neoprene seal. Our most sold goggles which 
have been in our assortiment for a very long 
time. Ideal for training and recreational swim-
ming. Adjustable head strap and nosepiece 
make them suitable both for adults and juniors. 

Optical
Swim Goggles

Training
Goggles ”TG”

1710009 Training Googles ”TG”
Yellow  50/box
Red  50/box
Green  50/box
Blue  50/box
Clear  50/box
Smoke  50/box

Prescription lenses for swim goggles. 
Customizable to suit individual needs. 
Assemble your own Optical Swim Goggles 
with different strengths, per eye as needed.

These popular optical corrective lenses are for 
nearsighted swimmers (myopic unable to see 
distance clearly). 

We recommend rounding down the prescrip-
tion strength, this will reduce strain on the 
eyes.

Made for nearsighted vision, our lenses range 
in diopters (strengths) from:

1710008 Optical Lens sold per unit. 
Strength:
–2,0 –2,5
–3,0 –3,5
–4,0 –4,5
–5,0 –5,5
–6,0

1710007 Optical Lens-Assemble Kit for Optical Lens  
Includes one silicone head strap and three nose bridges 
in different sizes for a customized fit.

Two units of Optical Lens (1710008) 
are needed to be used with the 
Optical Lens-Assemble Kit (1710007). 

Optical Lens-Assemble Kit (1710007). Two units of Optical Lens 
(1710008) +
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Deluxe goggles 
for all ages
A good choice for training 
and recreation. 
Very comfortable.

 Quick-snap buckle for easy adjustment

 Lenses made of impact resistant 
polycarbonate

 Soft silicone split headstrap for comfort

 Nosebridge and gasket one-piece silicone

 Soft, ergonomically designed silicone gas-
kets prevent harmful pressure against the 
eyes UVA/UVB protection against harmful 
rays

 Water-tight silicone seal keeps eyes from 
contact with irritating chemicals and 
bacteria

All three models have a Quick-snap buckle that 
makes it easy to quickly adjust the size of the 
swim goggles

Quick-snap buckle that 
makes it easy to quickly 

adjust the size of the 
swim goggles. 
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1710003
Guppy Royal  10/box
Guppy Lime  10/box
Guppy Pink  10/box
Guppy Silver  10/box
Guppy Purple  10/box
Guppy Orange 10/box

Enjoyable goggles in happy colors. The 
young pool and beach visitors will love 
them! 

A bonus is that they come in a packing that 
is great for storing little things such as hair 
ties, money, keys etc when the goggles are 
being used.

Identical to Esox and Marlin except that 
Guppy are without anti-fog treatment, which 
is sensitive to children’s scratches. 

Our junior one-piece silicone goggles in 
the same family! The difference is that 
Esox are anti-fog treated and available 
in other color combinations.

Esox Goggles

Our adult one-piece silicone goggles, with 
an easy-fit head strap system.

Marlin Goggles

1710012
Black/Smoke  10/box
Pink/Clear  10/box
Black/Clear  10/box
Blue/Blue  10/box
Silver/Clear  10/box
Silver/Smoke  10/box

1710013
Black/Amber  10/box
Black/Smoke  10/box
White/Smoke  10/box
Black/Clear  10/box
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Aquatic Centers – a place for play, exercise and training. Our ambition is for everyone 
to have the same possibilities and conditions to swim, learn to swim, exercise and train.  
Almost everyone feels good in the water. Injuries are minimal as the element fits all ages.  
The little baby enjoys to move freely in the pool. Children love to splash in the water, pre-
school children learn to swim and seniors enjoy water activities. All ages like to dive, jump 
and exercise. Guests with disabilities can also train.  Everyone should be able to move and 
train on their own terms, feel content and comfortable in the pool.  

Baby
Since the end of the seventies Baby Swim has been a popular activity for small children to-
gether with their parents. Today Baby Swim/Splash and Fun/Mini Swim has developed into 
a more structured activity with defined goals that helps prepare small children for swim 
school.

Fun In The Pool
Our goal, it that even the smallest children will have an exciting and pleasurable time! 
Children enjoy feeling secure while floating around in the warm water,  diving under the 
surface to catch colorful fish or trying to grab balls in bright colors. Joyful play contributes 
to increased water familiarity.

Pool Toys
Malmsten Pool Toys create and exciting and playful environment for the younger pool 
guests. Vibrant colors and cool design ensure that the children will love to climb, balance 
and hang on our fantasy creations. Our Pool Toys are manufactured at our home plant in 
Åhus.

Water Aerobics
Training in the water attracts almost everyone from beginners to advanced.  Also great 
for rehabilitation training.  Everyone can exercise and train on their own level as the water 
provides a natural resistance.  Water Aerobic exercising is effective and gentle on the body 
while improving condition, muscles and flexibility.

Swimming is for Everyone 
Exercise, rehabilitation, training, competition - all persons should have equal opportunities 
to participate. In regard to new aquatic centers or renovation of existing centers/pools, it 
is important to take into consideration the need of accessibility for disabled guests  that is 
enough space for wheel chairs, moveable platforms for pool entrance, clear signs, separate 
accessible changing rooms with correct equipment  etc.

Active In The Pool
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Malmsten Plop Stop, our washable swim nappies are comfortable and light to wear. They 
are easy on-and-off thanks to press-studs. They are made with stretchy outer lining and a 
leak-proof  inner liner. Slip-form with elastic at legs and waist for secure and comfortable fit.

Plop Stop is available in two models, Press-studs or Drawstring. Light-weight fabric doesn’t 
weight baby down like disposable nappies.

1411001 Press-studs model
Small 6-8 kg
Medium 7-10 kg
Large 9-12 kg 
XLarge 11-14 kg
SLarge >13 kg

Flex Black

New practical packaging for customers 
to easily see the patterns. The package is 
space saving and has an attractive design 
which increases sales at aquatic centers. 

Soft and comfortable for the baby while is gentle against the mother´s and fa-
ther´s knees. Baby mat is equipped with a safety edge, which helps prevent the 
baby from rolling off.

Can be used on the floor in or outside the shower or on top of a counter, of 
course under adult supervision. 

Perfect for aquatic centers as a service for guests. 

Convenient hole for wall storage.

Material: Microlean, soft EVA-foam

1412001 Assorted colors. 700 x 500 x 30/90 mm

Flex Pink

Flowers Friends Safari

AnemoneLady BugOcean

Plop Stop - Swim Nappy

1411001 Drawstring model
Small 6-8 kg
Medium 7-10 kg
Large 9-12 kg 

Changing Mat Thyra
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Mirror Baby Bug. The mirror 
Baby Bug is a tool used in baby 
swim courses or at home that 
gives the child added security and 
”shrinks” its world. The mirror is 
made out of acrylic.

1410002 Available in two sizes. 
225 x 195 mm without strip 
450 x 370 mm with strip

Baby Ball, Ø 16 cm. Purple or Pink

1410024 Sold per unit

Baby Ball with spikes, Ø 16 cm. 
Pink

1410048 Sold per unit

Sinker Ring. Ø 140 mm. Assorted colors.

1311002 30/box

Assorted Pool Toys 
16 assorted floating pool 
toys. They are all in a soft 
plastic and free from poi-
sonous phthalates. All our 
pool toys are tested and 
according to standard EN71.

1410021 Set of 16 units

Play During Swim Practice
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Make your pool more 
inviting for the young 
pool visitors

 A safe slide for the youngest ones manufactured according to 
EN 1176-3 standards and EU regulations. High side protection 
along the stairs and the track. Comfortable and safe finish, an-
ti-slip stairs and sturdy hand-rail

 Protection along the length of the track and a comfortable and 
safe finish where track last part is 300 mm long with a slope of 
10 degrees 

 Easy to clean with slightly inclined steps to prevent standing 
water. No specialist cleaning products needed due to the ma-
terials used in its construction which are chemically inert and 
non-toxic 

 Mini Water Slide can be placed free-standing or bolted down. 
Can also be used as a playground slide

 Made from glass fiber reinforced polyester, impact resistant, 
designed specifically for use in wet areas and will not splinter, 
corrode or delaminate. UV-stabilized, can be used both indoors 
and outdoors

 Furthermore with the environment in mind we have made 
them stackable  (5 pieces on top of each other) to minimize 
transportation

 Malmsten logo imprinted

An easy and affordable way to create an exciting and attractive play 
area for small children is to add our water slides to your pool.

2111007  Mini Water Slide 
Yellow, Blue or Red
Total Length: 2220 mm 
Height: 1040 mm 
Width: 775 mm 
Slide Activity Length: 
1350 mm 
Interior Slide Width: 
400-360 mm 
Side protection: 500 mm

 Easy to clean with slightly inclined steps to prevent standing 
water. No specialist cleaning products needed due to the ma-
terials used in its construction which are chemically inert and 
non-toxic

 The front part of the slide floats and moves in the water when 
children slide down, creating a fun splash into the pool 

 Made from glass fiber reinforced polyester, impact resistant, 
designed specifically for use in wet areas and will not splinter, 
corrode or delaminate 

 UV-stabilized, can be used both indoors and outdoors

 Free standing

2111006  Lekis-Slide, Yellow, Blue, Green or Red
Total Length: 3330 mm 
Height: 850 mm. Width: 640 mm 
Slide Activity Length: 2350 mm 
Interior Slide Width: 340 mm
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Children and Parents Favorite! 

Baby Raft is a float for babies and 
small children to be used in the 
water. Thanks to the small holes, 
children will feel a constant steady 
flow of water. Popular for use 
during baby swim. Great float for 
balance training as well. Suitable 
for many small children at one 
time.

Microlean, soft EVA-foam

2210219   S= Length: 1000mm, 
Width: 500mm, Height: 15mm
2210229  L= Length: 2000mm, 
Width: 1000mm, Height: 15 mm

Swim Belt Tahiti. Great swimming aid for 
both children and adults. The belt is avail-
able in four sizes, all with the possibility for 
individual adjustments.

It is comfortable to wear and can also 
be used in rehab activities and in water 
aerobics.

1314002 
S: Red  3-7 years / 15-20 kg 
M: Blue 8-11 years / 20-25 kg 
L: Yellow 12-15 years / 25-35 kg 
XL: Green 16- years / 35- kg

This is not a lifesaving equipment and 
should not be used in or near water without 
adult supervision.

1314013 Sold per unit
XS: Green 2-4 years 
(Chest: 53-58 cm, Weight: 14-23 kg) 
S: Blue 4-7 years 
(Chest: 58-61 cm, Weight: 14-23 kg) 
M: Yellow 7-10 years 
(Chest: 66-74 cm. Weight: 23-41 kg)

Swim Vest Supersoft is easy to take on 
an off, soft, comfortable, and light weight 
which makes it easy to carry. Supersoft 
helps parents feel secure when they are 
swimming together with their children. 

 This high quality swim vest is kind to 
the skin and and very easy to clean. It 
has adjustable strong nylon straps that 
allow the vest to sit snug 

 Bright colors for high visuability

 Water runs off thanks to vinyl coating

 Waterproof vest
Follow other aqua centers example - buy 
Swim Vest Supersoft and loan or rent out 
to your guests!
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Flipper. Fun figures that are easy for 
children to recognize. Flipper is 
soft on the skin and suitable for 
children of all ages. Our Flipper 
kickboards are 

perfect for swim training, play and a great tool for 
swim school. Flipper has multiple grips to keep 
training interesting and fun.

Heart small, Froggy small, Monkey, Bunny,  
Elephant, Cat, Simba, Mouse, Toad, Pinguin, 
Rocket, Bobby, Lilly. 

2210281-2210293 12/box 
Assorted dimensions. Size ranges 
Length: 340-490 mm, Width: 310-530 mm, Height: 30 mm

Malmsten Pool Toys
We are proud of our wide and exciting assortment of Pool Toys. Our foam toys are designed 
to withstand rough usage and turn your pool into the best playground. 

They are free from any dangerous components and also dirt /alge resistant and gentle 
on sensitive skin.  Glue is no longer used with regard to health reasons and environment.  
Thanks to our new and improved assembly technique we use rubber discs and PE rods with 
included T-tool. Manufactured in Åhus, Sweden.

Even though our Pool Toys are both stable and strong, they are made for children and are 
not to be used without proper adult supervision.

2210103 M3

2210109 Party

2210221 Froggy

Flexibeam. Very flexible and strong foam cylinder in 
vibrant colors. Ideal for water aerobics and gymnastics, 
hydrotherapy, swim education and of course for play. 
Length: 1600 mm, Ø 70 mm

1314010 24/box

Flexibeam Connector offers 
endless  possibilities for building 
different water toys, e.g. floating 
rings, and diving channels.

1318005 Sold per unit

Hook-Flexibeam Rack takes 
care of your flexibeams while 
they are not in use. 
Material: Microlean 
1000 x 129,50 mm

2210119 Sold per unit

Carrying Belt  
4009689 Sold per unit
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2210138 Croc 2210145 Wings
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Dumbbells Water Aerobic

 Work your upper body as well as your 
lower back and ABS for a total fitness 
workout

 Strengthen the muscles in your shoul-
ders, arms, chest, back, and core

 Often used in conjunction with Aqua-
jogging Belt 

 Crafted from professional grade foam 
for maximum durability, and resistance.

 Maximum user comfort and grip.

 Choose from one of our 6 sizes/resist-
ance levels to match your individual 
needs.

Small/Small and Small/Large - Red 
Medium/Small and Medium/Large - Yellow 
Large/Small and Large/Large - Green

1312007  Sold per pair

Aqua Step is used for in water step 
training, for a gentle workout that gives 
results. The water provides natural 
resistance and increases the weight 
during training. Aqua Step is made of high 
quality polyethylene which guaranties a 
stable design and has four adjustable legs 
for easy height adjustment. 

Removable legs equipped with suction 
cups which together with the board 
weight assures that Aqua Step is standing 
firmly on the ground. At the same time it 
is easy to lift it up to the surface with only 
one foot. 

680 x 340 x 140 mm. Step Height 
(with legs): 170 - 220 mm

1312015 Sold per unit

Aqua Oars to make push- and pull exer-
cises in the water and on land. A new way 
to strengthen arms, shoulders, chest, back 
and stomach. These oars are a great way 
to make use of swim sessions to build core 
strength and fitness. Comfortable, slip-re-
sistant and ergonomic handles. 
Length: 415 mm. Height: 160 mm.

1312012 Sold per pair

Aqua Band is a wrist or ankle cuff for use 
in water aerobics. The band is attached 
with a hook-and-loop strap. Cover and 
weights can be washed separately. Bands 
are both simple and easy to use. The 
weight is made up of Silica gel, there is no 
risk of leakage of sand in the swimming 
pool.

1312014 Sold per pair 
0,5 kg (red/red) 
1 kg (red/white)

Flexoring can be used as a training aid in 
either a complete or in parts of water aerobic 
workouts. Perfect for building strength and 
for Pilates. No adjustment needed to change 
the resistance. Flexible and durable. 

1312013 Sold per unit

Elastiband Malmsten is the perfect tool 
for a full body workout. Light weight, com-
fortable stretch and resistance band with 
8 loops to be used as handles and/or in-
serts for feet. Elastiband Malmsten offers 
a variety of resistance strength training 
exercises.

1312011 Sold per unit
Light (Purple) 10 kg
Medium (Blue) 15 kg
Heavy (Black) 20 kg

Water Aerobics Is For Everyone

Flexibeam. Very flexible and strong foam 
cylinder in vibrant colors. Ideal for water 
aerobics and gymnastics, hydrotherapy, 
swim education and of course for play. 
Length: 1600 mm, Ø 70 mm

1314010  24/box
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1314010 Flexibeam

1312008 Aqua Bike

Aqua Bike  was designed for spinning and 
in-water strength training. It allows working 
out all muscle–groups. Training with the 
Aqua Bike gives a general basic workout, 
improves your condition and balance, your 
flexibility and coordination. The frame of 
the Original Aqua Bike is covered with a PVC 
material which prevents rubbing wounds. 

The Aqua Bike was designed by Thomas 
Thorén, who together with health educator 
Cecilia Bokefelt developed an instruction 
booklet with important movements. Ensure 
that you get the Original Aqua Bike. 
Length: 985 mm Width: 440 mm 
Height: 140 mm

1312008 Sold per unit 

1312007 Dumbbells Water Aerobic

1314010 Flexibeam



Flipper Arm Rings*, a safer option than traditional inflatable arm 
rings thanks to the solid EVA-foam construction. The material is hy-
gienic and soft against children’s delicate skin. 

All edges are specially treated to achieve the same smooth surface 
which is gentle to the skin and difficult for algae and dirt to stick to. 
Builds confidence for children for learning to swim and help them 
to feel comfortable in the water. 

Available in 2 models for children: Classic and D2

Flipper Arm Rings

1314008 Flipper Arm Rings Adult: 
Sold per pair – 12/box. 
Sizes: Length 240 mm Width 170 mm 
Height 85. Weight: 0,2 kg
S Green: Ø Hole 80 mm 
L Black: Ø Hole 100 mm
This model is not availble in D2 

Net bag for Flipper Arm 
Rings. Children’s sizes 
2212001

Silicone Band for 
Flipper. Spare part.
1350005

1314008 Flipper Arm Rings D2: 
Sold per pair – 12/box 
With removable discs. At the 
early stages, two discs are 
used for full buoyancy and 
as the swimming 
skills increase, the thinner discs 
can be removed.
Sizes: Ø 16 mm, Height: 80 mm 
Weight: 0,1 kg
S Red: Ø Hole 40 mm (11 - 18 kg)
M Purple: Ø Hole 50 mm (18 - 30 kg)
L Yellow: Ø Hole 60 mm (30 - 60 kg)

1314008 Flipper Arm Rings Classic: 
Sold per pair – 12/box
Sizes: Ø 165mm, Height: 80 mm Weight: 0,1 kg
S Red: Ø Hole 40 mm (11 - 18 kg)
M Purple: Ø Hole: 50 mm (18 - 30 kg)
L Yellow: Ø Hole 60 mm (30 - 60 kg)

*This is not lifesaving equipment and 
should not be used in or near water 
without adult supervision
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Kickboard Rollo is a training aid which 
allows to improve confidence in water and 
focus on lower body work out increasing its 
strength. Hand bar for secure grip.  
 
370 x 270 mm

1311008

Swim Collar Malmsten. Inflatable in a 
soft synthetic velour material with Velcro 
closure for easy use. It is secured with 
two independant air chambers and safety 
valves to ensure secure usage.

1314005

Assistant Adult is a floatation device de-
signed for adults with disabilities or special 
needs. Two sturdy handles to hold on to as 
well as smooth edges provide support for 
balance, walking and leg strength training 
in the water. Assistant Adult is comfortable 
and very stable helping swimmers feel safe 
in the water.

2210227  Adult
2210228  Child

Stress Ball. Great aid for therapeutic 
treatments, soft and gentle to skin. 
Material: EVA-foam

Height: 70 mm Hole: Ø 12mm

1314011 Sold per pair
Small: Ø 50mm
Medium: Ø 60  mm
Large: Ø 70mm

Flex Ring. Aid for therapeutic treatments. 
Available in three different sizes. 
Material: EVA-foam.

Height: 50mm Hole: Ø 210mm

1314009
Small: Ø 325 mm
Medium: Ø 385 mm
Large: Ø 450 mm

Therapy Pole. Great aid for therapeutic 
and rehabilitation treatments. 
Material: EVA-foam and PVC

600 mm - Ø 80 mm

1314012

Training Equipment
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Kickboard Malmsten. New and improved 
ergonomic design with rounded edges for 
an even more comfortable training session. 
Two cut out handles for different hand posi-
tions and a secure grip. Perfect aid 
enabling swimmers to focus on the lower 
body technique. Strengthens legs and 
improves kick technique. 425 x 280 mm.

1310011  12/box 

Swim Donut/Aqua Drag Ring/Ankle Support Swimming Ring. 
Open Cell foam ring fits around ankles and absorbs water for in-
creased drag and resistance

Combine Pull Buoy and Swim Donut for increased strength training.

1310007  Ø 235 mm

Latex Stretch Tube 
for strength training

1310009 Ø 10 mm / 
20 m/package

Pull Buoy. New and improved ergonomic 
design with rounded edges for an even 
more comfortable training session. Two 
buoyancy alternatives in one Pull Buoy, 
by simply flipping it around.

Perfect aid enabling swimmers to focus on 
the upper body technique. Placing a pull 
buoy between the knees allows to isolate 
the lower body and improve arm strength 
and technique. 230 x 105 x 125 mm

1310012   24/box 

Pull Buoy Malmsten for effective upper 
body training.

The classic ergonomic Malmsten design 
has rounded edges for comfortable training 
and great buoyancy. 

Different size air chambers give a choice 
to have less or more buoyancy. By turning 
the flat end first the resistance increases. 
Length: 250 mm, Width: 105 mm, Height: 
220 mm

1310005

Swimming And Training
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1315003 Sold per pair
Size 0 – Orange 170 x 130 mm
Size 1 – Green 190 x 160 mm 
Size 2 – Yellow 210 x 180 mm 
Size 3 – Red  230 x 190 mm 
Size 4 – Blue  240 x 200 mm 
Size 5 – Purple 260 x 210 mm

Hand paddles Swim Power

 Available in six different sizes for exact 
training. During early season - large 
model, during competition season - 
medium to small model

 The paddle marked R should face your 
right hand and L your left hand. Hand 
paddles are to be used in all 4 strokes

  Use alternate sizes of Swim Power 
Paddles during different training 
phases: smaller size during tapering 
and larger during hard training phases 

  Easy to adjust. Assemble the paddles 
with the short rubber tube to fix the 
middle finger and the long for the wrist

Finger and Hand Paddles for backstroke 
and breaststroke practice. Ideal training aid 
to improve upper body strength. Compact, 
functional and light weight aid for swim-
mers at all levels. 

1315001 Sold per pair - 20/box 
Finger   105 x 150 mm 
Medium   190 x 120 mm
Large   200 x 130 mm

Latex Tube for paddles

1318004 Ø 6,5 mm /  
20 m/package
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Qualitative silicone swimming cap. One size. 
Weight: 55 g. 10/box

1313002  
1313005  Printed

Caps perfect for different 
water sports at the beach or 
swimming pool, and even in-
door hydrotherapy.  Amazing 
stretch for comfort. Resistant                                   
to snagging and tearing, Extra 
durable. Logo can be printed 
on swim caps

Dark green
Silver
Steel blue
Pink
Royal blue
Orange
White
Dark yellow
Violet
Red
Navy blue
Light yellow
Black
Light green

Qualitative latex swimming cap. One size. 
Weight: 30 g. 10/box

1313001  
1313003  Printed

Royal blue
Sky blue
Green 
Navy blue
Violet
Pink
Neon pink
Yellow
Orange
Red 
White
Black

Rainbow

Pink Pattern

Blue Pattern

Swimming Caps

Printed

Printed

1313005 Silicone Swim Cap Printed  1710025 Swedish Goggles Gold MetallicAquatic Supplies     24



 1710025 Swedish Goggles Gold Metallic

Water Bottle Ideal for 
training. 750 ml

1212007  Water Bottle

Syncro Nose Clip 
Size S or L

1310001
Sold per unit

Nose Clip with 
a Head Strap

1310008
Sold per unit

Ear Plugs of soft silicone. 
Two models: “Christmas 
tree” and “Putty” models.

1310002
Sold per unit

Training Supplies
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WP Goal 2150 mm – Portable/ Inflatable

Official HabaWaba U9 and U11

Size: 2150 x 750 mm 
Packing size: 500 x 400 x 370 mm; 10,9 kg

1515005 Sold per unit

WP Goal 1500 mm – Portable/ Inflatable

Training or play

Size 1500 x 600 mm 
Packing size: 500 x 380 x 360 mm; 8 kg

1515007 Sold per unit

WP Goal 2500 mm – Portable/ Inflatable  

Official HabaWaba U13 and recommended 
size for beach

Size: 2500 x 800 mm 
Packing size: 660 x 410 x 380 mm; 13 kg
 
1511006 Sold per unit

Water Polo Goal
easy to maintain and use
Our portable and inflatable water polo goals take only a few minutes to install. Supplied with 
a pump and come in practical storage bags with handles. In the kit there are also 2 rubber 
straps with snap hooks for easy installation.

Each goal is supplied in a practical bag, used 
for storage and transport. There is also a 
hand pump, 2 rubber straps with hooks, a 
small pvc repair kit, a replacement back-up 
valve and user instructions.

 Portable and easy to move and store

 Easy to maintain and use

 Great for Waterpolo Clubs

 Great for Pool and Ocean Play

 Easy Quick Inflate / Deflate Valve

 Auto Lock Valve System

 An affordable and practical water polo 
solution

 Made in a strong reinforced PVC with 
welded on hard plastic solid corners

Our products are non toxic and Green for the environment.
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WP Field with Goals 2150 mm 
– Portable/Inflatable

Complete set includes Field of Play 20x15m 
(adjustable to 20x11m) together with two 
Goals 2150 mm (2150x750mm).

Official HabaWaba equipment U9 and U11.

1515006 Soldper set. 
2 pumps and 3 storage bags included.
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1317001 Whistle. A con-
venient, small whistle.

Life Buoy with Cast Rope 
Strong, robust construction made 
according to the Maritime Administration’s 
guidance. Floating cast rope, 25 m,  packed 
in a UV protected case, clamped inside the 
life buoy. May be reloaded into its case. 
Dimension: Ø 450/Ø 750 mm. Weight: 2.5 kg 
1317004 Life Buoy with Cast Rope

Life Guard Chair. 
Lightweight yet stable. 
Perfect for instruction, 
supervision or even judging.  
Easy to move and handle.

Dimensions: 
2180 x 530 x 1710 mm 
Seat height 
1890 mm above the floor. 
2410003 

Life-saving Doll Dummy. Advanced model 
for all types of rescue training, comes with 
removable weights in the 
back of dummy. Additionally 
it may be filled with either 
water or sand from two open-
ings below. It has contrasting 
and highly visible 15 cm wide 
bands on the body and back 
of the head. Internationally 
approved for practice and 
learning sessions. 
Not approved to be used at 
rescue competitions

Dimensions: 1000 x 520 x 210 mm 
1317002

 2410003 Life Guard Chair

Plastic Chain red/white. Sections of 9 red 
and 9 white rings. 
2410006   25 m

Torpedo Buoy. Marine Rescue USA have 
been using this rescue can for many years. 
Designed for use by rescue units or very com-
petent swimmers. Belt attached with velcro 
strap around the can. 670 x 135 x 230 mm 
1317021

Life Guarding and Pool Safety

1317024 Stand Life Buoy 
Stainless steel. For rings 
Ø 750 mm

13170123 Life Buoy Rope  
Spare part for replacement 
when needed. 
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 2410003 Life Guard Chair

Build Your Own Rope

When a Split of a Second Counts
Seiko Stopwatch 
300 memory. 
Waterproof down to 10 
bars. 
Main features:  
1. Measuring up to 10 
hours in 1/100 sec.  
2. 300 lap/split memories.  
3. Frequency measurement

1912001 Grey

Fastime 28 Professional 
stopwatch with a high 
quality single display 
and extra large digits. 
Waterproof and shockproof 
outer casing. 
Main Features: 
1. Counts up to 24 hours 
2. Timing to 1/100th sec for the first 
30 minutes. Then in 1 second 
intervals. Function and cumulative split 
time function 
3. Shows time/alarm functions

1912022 Grey  

Fastime 9 100 LM Triple display 
Fastime 9 stopwatch with 100 
lap memory is ideal for coaches 
and trainees. Stroke rate function. 
Rugged, water resistant and shock 
resistant case. Time and date function. 
Main features:  
1. Measuring up to 10 hours in 1/100 sec  
2. 3-line display (cumulative split-time 
top, lap-time on the line and rolling 
time at the bottom) 
3. Frequency measurement 
4. 100 lap/split memories

1912003 Black

1013011 Affixing kit for DIY-kit 
H-float rope
Including 2 Plastic Locks and 2 Snap 
Hooks 50 mm

1013010 DIY-kit H-float rope 
A kit – per meter - including necessary 
parts:  
Polythene rope per 
meter with 
additional 0,15 m, 
4 H-floats 
(choice of colors) 
and 4 tubes

When ordering specify required length of 
finished rope and color choice.

 A rope used for separating pool activities, marking areas or indicating areas of play

 We recommend about 4 H-floats per meter using 250mm tubes in-between each

 Using a separating tube reduces the risk of floats rubbing against each other or pinching 
someone

 Allow approximately 4 H-floats and 4 tubes per meter

 Allow approximately 0,15m additional length for polythene rope for folding into plastic lock

 Non-assembled

 Also available in pre-arranged meter kits ready to be assembled

H-floats 
Material: UV-protected polythene HD 
Dimension: 73 x Ø 67mm, with opening 
Ø10mm 
Colors: Yellow, red, white, blue and green 
1013006 Box size: 250 units (one color)

Tube for H-float rope 
Used for assembling divisional line, 
to separate H-floats. 
Each tube is 250 mm and Ø 1/2” 
Color: Dark grey 
1070010 Sold per unit – 
4 recommended per meter

Snap Hook Stainless steel 80 mm. 
1013003 Sold per unit 
– 2 required per rope

Polythene rope 
Polythene Ø 6mm 
Important to add extra rope 
for folding into plastic lock (0,15 m) 
1013004 Per meter

Plastic lock 
Dimension: 12 mm 
1013008 Sold per unit 
– 2 required per rope
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Padlock Brass High 
quality padlock made 
of solid brass, even 
the lock and cylinder. 
Easy and convenient in 
usage. Durable. 
3 keys with every lock 
1611001 120/box

Combination Lock 
Made of solid brass. Easy 
and convenient in usage. 
4 digit combination

1611003  96/box

Split Key Rings. 
Inner measurement: 20 mm. Material: 
nickel-plated steel wire.

2412003 1000/box

Numbered Tags. Stylish and conven-
ient for lockers. Red/White. With or 
without engraving. Material: Plastic.

2412002 Ø 25 mm, 
Ø 35 mm or Ø 40 mm 

Mykee Locker Key Holder Made of 
durable material without sharp edges 
with secure storage for the key. 
Strap length 270 mm 

Available in different colors: Blue, 
Red, Dark Green, Yellow, Purple, Neon 
Green, Pink, Grey, Brown and Orange

1610001  20/box 

Rubber Band reinforced to with-
stand chlorine (but not UV resistant) 
and very convenient in usage.

100% natural rubber. 100 x 10 mm

Available in 9 different colors: 
Aqua 
Green
Yellow
Light Blue
Purple Blue
Pink
Red
Orange
Lime

Malmsten Entrance Bands For authori-
zation entry to swimming pool, whirlpool, 
water slide, etc. The band is easily attached 
around the wrist and is disposable. 

1610003 1000/color and box.

Locker Sign for Doors 
Available in standard red 
and blue or in custom 
colors. Material: Plastic.

2412001  40x20 mm

1611001 Hänglås

Quality Products for Entrance

Blue, Green, Red,  
Black, Yellow, White 
Brown, Nature, 
Purple
1610002 100/bag
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Swedish Super Towel

Overshoes Disposable shoe 
covers PVC with elasticized top. 
Blue 
1212006 1000/box

Terry Towel Commercial grade with 
good absorbent characteristics. 
650 x 1300 mm

1212001  6 pcs/set

Swedish Super Towel in microfibre is the 
perfect choice for the active person! It is an 
absorbent towel that dries very quickly. It 
takes up very little space and it weighs next 
to nothing. Does not fray or tear. It comes 
with a practical hanger which also can be 
used as a strap around the towel.

Small: 550 x 420 mm (20/box) 
Medium: 900 x 650 mm (10/box) 
Large: 1300 x 800 mm (5/box)

1212012 Pink or Blue

Basic Comb 
1212003 200/box

Basic Hairbrush. 
1212002 100/box

Seat Covers. Disposable. 
Blue 
1212005 650/box
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Malmsten AB • www.malmsten.com
Tel +46 44 28 71 00 • Mail: info@malmsten.com

Malmsten – public swimming pool specialists 
with over 40 years experience in the design 
and development  of swimming pools, 
equipment and accessories. 

Explore our full product range at malmsten.com
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Gustav Eriksson 
+46 (0)44- 28 71 07
gustav@malmsten.com

Joowon Lee
+46 (0)44–28 71 10
 joowon@malmsten.com

Eva-Marie Håkansson
+46 (0)44–28 71 12
eva@malmsten.com 

William Paiement
+46 (0)44- 28 71 24
william@malmsten.com 

Tommy Malmsten
+46 (0)44- 28 71 04
 tommy@malmsten.com

Christian Malmsten
+46 (0)44- 28 71 02
 christian@malmsten.com

We Create World 
Class Swimming Pools
– safe and sustainable pool 
solutions for learning, well-
being and competition

Global 
Growth with 

Environmental
Focus

As a part of our environmental strategy, most of our 
production is located in Sweden. Racing lane lines, 
water slides, gratings, movable floors, stainless steel 
equipment, pool toys, and much more are made locally 
to minimize transportation and to optimize control and 
flexibility of the manufacturing process.

Through the recycling and reuse of materials 
natural resources are better preserved. Solar panels on 
our buildings help us reach our environmental goals.

In all activities we strive to reduce and prevent 
pollution, as well as conduct internal efforts that 
lead to continuous improvements.

Storage FactoryOffice
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